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Barrueco, the new single-vineyard wine from 

 Pagos de Anguix 
 

• Barrueco 2017 is the first vino de paraje (single vineyard) wine from J&C 

Prime Brands’ Ribera del Duero winery, a red expressing the complexity and 

structure of the parcel that gives it its name.  

• Pure and honest, with character and aging potential. This fine red from 

Pagos de Anguix is the winery’s first single-vineyard wine.  

 

Burgos, November 2020.-  Barrueco, named 

after the vineyard where the grapes are grown to 

make it, is the new wine from Pagos de Anguix, a 

splendid, complex, highly structured red that will 

improve in the bottle. The estate is at an altitude of more 

than 850 metres (2,800 ft) in the heart of the Ribera del 

Duero region near Burgos. The vineyard, between 20 and 

30 years old, is on stony soil with a chalky clay base, a key 

element in the power, elegance and longevity of this 

wine, the result of an environmentally friendly 

production process focused on obtaining the pure 

authentic expression of this vineyard.  

Barrueco 2017 has been made only with the Tinto Fino 

grape variety, grown with care and patience to the 

highest standards in a quest for expressiveness and 

structure. It has been aged for 15 months in oak barrels 

(75% French and 25% American). It is a powerful wine 

with great character, catching the eye with its bright, intense red colour and remaining hints of 

purple. Its aroma, which is certainly intense and complex, initially evokes notes of red fruits on a 

background of toasted almonds and hazelnuts. Gradually, as it opens up, the wine’s complexity 

grows and touches of vanilla, coffee and cocoa emerge, accompanied by hints of cedar and tobacco 

leaf. 

In the mouth it is opulent and structured. Its balanced acidity and attractive mineral notes 

complete a fresh, harmonious whole. Its pleasant, unctuous, velvety texture is like an affectionate 

caress on the palate. The finish is long and slightly spicy. 



 

Barrueco is undoubtedly a wine for keeping, as it will improve in the bottle over the next ten years.  

 

About Pagos de Anguix  

Pagos de Anguix is the winery of the J&C Prime Brands group in Ribera del Duero, a project that 

is the Juvé family dream come true of settling in this DO.  

 

The winery is in Anguix, a municipality located in the extreme north of the DO, a limit place for 

cultivation. It has a total of 77 hectares of vineyards, of which 35 of them are certified as organic 

and come from the additional purchase by J&C Prime Brands of the winery attached to Pagos de 

Anguix, Campos Góticos, recognized for having been a pioneer in ecological viticulture in the 

region.  

 

The rest of the vineyard is currently in transition to be certified organic. The vineyards of Pagos 

de Anguix stand at a height of 850 meters and are between 20 and 40 years old. These are 

exclusively plots of fine red wine, which are the raw material of a wine conceived to be long-lived, 

although pleasant for immediate consumption at the same time. 

 

J&C Prime Brands, excellence and sustainability 

J&C Prime Brands is the group led by the Juvé family, comprising four prestigious wine brands: 

Juvé & Camps, Propietat d’Espiells, Primeras Marcas, and Pagos de Anguix. Guided by the 

principles of excellence and sustainability that all four share, J&C Prime Brands was established 

with the goal of consolidating the project of a wine producer family that aims for perfection in all 

processes, from vine to table. 
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